Abstract. The main result is that all rings with right Krull dimension and divisible torsion free additive group have a right identity. Furthermore it will be proved that a simple ring with characteristic 0, right Gabriel dimension < 2 and finite right uniform dimension has a unity. This is false for higher Gabriel dimensions, as demonstrated by a counterexample. A similar construction gives an example for a ring with unity and Gabriel dimension, but without Krull dimension, all factor rings having finite uniform dimension.
1. Introduction. In (8) it was shown that every simple right Noetherian ring R with char(/?) = 0 contains a unity. This was generalized in two directions: All right Noetherian rings with divisible additive group and all simple rings R with char{R) = 0 and right Krull dimension have an identity (see [5] and [10] ). Our main aim is to prove the following theorem covering the results mentioned above: Every ring with divisible torsion free additive group and right Krull dimension has a right unity (Theorem 3.3).
The proof of Theorem 3.3 needs that every ring R with x G xR for all x G R and right or left Krull dimension has a right unity (Proposition 1.3). From this we also get the following equivalent conditions (Corollary 2.3): (a) R has a right unity and is right Noetherian; (b) the polynomial ring R [x] in the commuting indeterminate x is right Noetherian; (c) R [x] has right Krull dimension. The first equivalence has been shown in [2] for commutative rings.
In §4 it will be proved: Let R be a simple ring with right Gabriel dimension < 2 and characteristic 0. Then R is right Goldie if and only if it contains a unity (Corollary 2.4). This is not true for rings with Gabriel dimension > 2, as is shown by the construction of a simple right and left Ore domain with characteristic 0 and right Gabriel dimension 3, but without unity.
The results have some consequences for rings with identity: Let D be any domain with identity which is an algebra over a field with characteristic 0. Then by Theorem 3.3 no proper right or left ideal L of D can have Krull dimension qua ring, even if D has. On the other hand, the example above is a ring of type L. Consider the ring (with unity) L, = Z + L which likewise has Gabriel dimension but no Krull dimension (compare §2). We will see that each factor ring of Lx has finite right uniform dimension. Thus L, verifies a conjecture in [3, p. 271] on the existence of such rings (it should be remarked that they share numerous properties with rings which have Krull dimension, e.g. each ideal / contains a product of prime ideals D I).
Conditions for the existence of a right identity like that in Proposition 4.4 or that cited before can be used to prove decomposition theorems on (weakly) regular rings, in particular F-rings (see [6] ).
2. Krull and Gabriel dimensions: basic properties. At first let us summarize the properties we need. They all can be found in [3] or [4] , though some were known before. We omit the definitions of Gabriel and Krull dimension of an jR-module MR, denoted by G(MR) and K(MR). Let us solely remark that G(MR) = 0 stands for MR = (0) and G(MR) = 1 means MR is semi-Artinian, i.e. every nonzero factor module contains a simple submodule; K(MR) = 0 means MR is Artinian.
In [3] these concepts are only defined for rings with unity and unitary modules, but it is not hard to see that a unity in the definition is superfluous. Moreover one can reduce the definition to rings with identity by: G(MR) = R iff G(MR ) = B, R some ordinal number and Rx the usual overring of R with unity; the same for K(MR).
1,2. The class of all R-modules MR with G(MR) < B is an hereditary torsion class. In contrast to this the class of all modules MR with K(MR) < B is closed under group extensions, submodules and factor modules.
A module has Krull dimension if and only if it has
Gabriel dimension and all of its factor modules have finite uniform dimension. A module is said to have finite uniform dimension if it contains no infinite direct sum of submodules.
3. 10.2. The ring Z has Krull dimension 1; hence by 3.2 each Z-module has Gabriel dimension < 2.
11.2. It is generally known that every (right and left) hereditary Noetherian prime ring (with unity) has right and left Krull dimension 1. Clearly 1.2 to 3.2 and 8.2, 9.2 remain true for nonunitary modules (it can be shown with the aid of Rx). An exact study of the proofs makes clear that in 4.2 to 6.2 the unity likewise is no condition (in some cases it also can be proved via Rx). 7.2 fails for rings without unity, because the ring R of all linear transformations of finite rank over an infinite dimensional vector space is a non-Goldie simple ring without unity, but R is generated by its simple submodules, hence has Gabriel dimension 1. The question whether R in 5.2 must have an identity is just the tenor of Corollary 2.3.
3. The unity in rings with Krull dimension. Since every right Noetherian ring has right Krull dimension, the following proposition is a generalization of the same result for right and left Noetherian rings in [5] . The proof is essentially the same. Proposition 1.3. Every ring R with x E xR for all x E R and right or left Krull dimension contains a right unity.
Proof. According to 4.2 P{R) has a degree of nilpotency, say n. In case n = 1, R is a semiprime right or left Goldie ring by 4.2; hence there exists a regular element x = xr; r is a left unity, because rs = s for all s E R is equivalent to xrs = xs being true. As R is semiprime, r is a unity.
Next let « > 1! R/P{R)"~X is a ring satisfying the same conditions as R and thus, by induction, contains a right unity e + P{R)"~X; e can be chosen idempotent, since idempotents modulo the prime radical can be lifted to idempotents of R. Furthermore P{R) = P{R)R = P{R)(Re + P{R)"-X) = P{R)e, Theorem 3.3. Let R be a ring with right Krull dimension and divisible torsion free additive group. Then R has a right unity.
Proof. For each x E R, xR is a divisible subgroup of R. Consider Kx = {r E R; rR C xR}; let r E Kx and n any nonzero integer. There exists an s G R with its = r; hence xR D rR = nsR = sR, i.e. s G Kx. Thus Kx is a divisible group and therefore Lx = Kx/xR, too. However Lx is a trivial i?-module and Qz has no Krull dimension, so Lx must be a finite direct sum of quasicyclic groups Z(p°°), pt a finite number of primes. Now Lx is Artinian; thus Mx = (xZ + xR)/xR also. This and xZsZ imply xZ C\ xR ^ (0). It follows from this that xm = xr for some nonzero m G Z, r G R; r is of the form r = ms, s G R. Hence xm = xms and, since R is torsion free, x = xs. Proposition 1.3 completes the proof. Proof. The additive group necessarily is torsion free, else it would contain Z(px), the quasicyclic group for some prime/?. Let x G Z(px)l. There is an i such that p'x = 0. On the other hand for every r G R there is an s G R with p's = r. From this it follows that Z(pco)R = 0, a contradiction to semiprime. In case G(RR) = 1, every factor module ^= (0) of RR contains a simple submodule. By 6.2(a) R is right Goldie. It is known that a semiprime right semi-Artinian right Goldie ring is Artinian, thus it contains a unity.
Let G(RR) = 2. By 6.2(b) there is a regular element x G R with G(R/xR) = 1. Moreover (xR + xZ)/xR = xZ/xR n xZ is a trivial right /v-module.
Since R is torsion free, xZ = Z; xR n xZ must be different from zero, otherwise (xR + xZ)/xR would have no simple submodule. That is why xe = xz for some nonzero z G Z and an e G R, and so er = zr for all r G R; as R is divisible, zs = e for some s G R, hence es = e. Clearly e is regular, thus s is a left unity of R, and so a unity. Corollary 3.4. Let R be a ring with divisible additive group, G(RR) < 2
and P(R)R = P(R) such that each factor ring has finite right uniform dimension. Then R 'contains a right unity.
Proof. An inductive proof on the degree of nilpotency of P(R). The first step is Proposition 1.4, the step n -1 -> n is the same as in the proof of Proposition 1.3.
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